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For more information, pricing options, consortium arrangements and free institutional 30-day trials please contact
our Sales department at sales@brill.com.

Brill’s Online Resources Price List 2015 - January 2015   11

About Brill’s Online Resources
The majority of Brill’s Online Resources are available on f ive state-of-the-art platforms, each of 
which are home to specific content types:

brill.com (Brill's webshop, catalog and all E-Book and Journal content in one place) 
referenceworks.brillonline.com (Brill’s Online Reference Works)
bibliographies.brillonline.com (Brill’s Online Bibliographies)
primarysources.brillonline.com (Brill’s Online Primary Source Collections)
dictionaries.brillonline.com (Brill’s Online Dictionaries)

All new platforms have been created in close cooperation with researchers 
and are based on the latest technological developments.

All new platforms offer
- personalization tools
- social bookmarking
- alerting services
- different search and browsing options (e.g. by title, by selection of titles, all titles)

BrillOnline for librarians
- clear distinction between subscribed and unsubscribed content
- Shibboleth login
- COUNTER compliant usage statistics
- SUSHI user statistics
- compliance with the Web Content Accessibility Guidelines (PAS 78)
- admin tool for librarians (incl. open URL preferences)
- branding options to institutional customers
- no DRM
- free MARC records

Brill offers Online Resources on an outright purchase or calendar year subscription basis.

Outright purchase
- An outright purchase gives the library full archival rights.
- An outright purchase comprises a one-time fee, followed by annual update fees (if the content is still being updated).
- Update fees are charged from year 2 onwards, giving the library access to new content.
- All BrillOnline licenses are unlimited site licenses.

A copy of our license agreement for outright purchases can be found at brill.com/page/librarians. 
Please note that Brill does not charge hosting / maintenance / platform fees for outright purchases.

Calendar year subscription
- Brill offers calendar year subscriptions and therefore the fee is pro-rated if the subscription starts during the year.
- All BrillOnline licenses are unlimited site licenses.
- The library has access to new content updates issued during the period of the subscription.
- There are no archival rights if the library decides not to renew the subscription.

A copy of our license agreement for subscriptions can be found at brill.com/page/librarians.

Where to Order 

For more information please contact us at sales-nl@brill.com or sales-us@brill.com for customers in the Americas.

 and WCAG
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Sir Lawrence Alma-Tadema Collection Online
The Univerity of Birmingham Library

• More information on brill.com/atco
• February 2020

Purchase Options and 2020 Prices
• Institutional Outright Purchase: € 1,900 / US $ 2,300

Subject 
Art History

For more information please contact our Sales department 
at sales@brill.com.

This collection contains the study collection of photographs; some drawings, 
tracings and prints; and correspondence with friends and patrons of the Dutch 
painter Lawrence Alma-Tadema (1836-1912) who moved to England in 1870 
where he became very famous.

Lawrence Alma-Tadema was born in Friesland, The Netherlands, in 1836. He 
trained in Antwerp with Baron Henri Ley (1815-1869), a painter of 16th century 
Flemish historical subjects, and with Louis de Taeye (1822-1890) a painter and 
professor of archaeology. During his honeymoon in 1863, Alma-Tadema visited 
Italy. He was very impressed by the archaeological remains he saw in Florence, 
Rome, Naples and Pompeii and his love for Roman antiquity was born. 

He began to acquire a reputation, particularly in England, as a painter of 
historical subjects. He therefore decided to move to London in 1870, and 
his popularity continued to grow. In 1876 he became a member of the Royal 
Academy. Throughout the remainder of his life he enjoyed great fame and 
fortune and was knighted by Queen Victoria in 1899. When he died in 1912 he 
was accorded the rare privilege of being buried in St. Paul’s Cathedral.

The photographs
Alma-Tadema used many elements of Roman art and architecture in his 
paintings. He strove for historical authenticity in every small detail and in 
order to achieve this he made use of photographs. He had in fact collected 
photographs since his journey through Italy in 1863, such photographs being 
at the time a popular medium for archaeological documentation as well as for 
“Grand Tour” souvenirs. Alma-Tadema bought hundreds of photographs during 
his many journeys, of which many, but by no means all, are of Italian subjects. 

He stored these photographs, glued on cardboard mounts, in portfolios. These 
are sorted according to subject: Roman aqueducts, triumphal arches, Egyptian 
architecture, flowers and animals, etc. Details from the photographs are often 
to be recognized in his paintings. The names of the photographers are usually 
unknown because Alma-Tadema did not write their names on the mounts: he 
regarded the subject matter as important, not the photographs’ value to art 
history. However, recent studies have established that among the photographers 
represented are such famous names as Sommer, Tuminello, Simelli, Plüschow, 
Salzman, Du Camp, Bonfils and Beato. 

The original 164 portfolios and 6 albums, containing some 5,300 photographs, 
together with some original drawings, tracings and prints, were donated 
in 1915 to the Victoria and Albert Museum. In 1947 they were transferred to 
Birmingham University Library.

The correspondence
In addition to the visual material, the Alma-Tadema Collection of Birmingham 
University Library contains letters from Lawrence Alma-Tadema (and some 
written by his wife Laura and daughter Anna) to friends and patrons. Letters to 
his friend the singer and composer Sir George Henschel (1850-1934) form a large 
part of the collection.
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Encyclopedia of Buddhism Online
Editors-in-Chief: Jonathan Silk, Leiden University, Richard Bowring, University of 
Cambridge, and Vincent Eltschinger, École Pratique des Hautes Études, Paris

• More information on brill.com/enbo
• E-ISSN 2467-9666

Purchase Options and 2020 Prices
• Institutional Outright Purchase: € 2,380 / US $ 2,590

Subject
Asian Studies

For more information please contact our Sales department 
at sales@brill.com.

Brill’s Encyclopedia of Buddhism is the first comprehensive academic reference 
work devoted to the plurality of Buddhist traditions across Asia, offering 
readers a balanced and detailed treatment of this complex phenomenon in 
six thematically arranged volumes: literature and languages (I, publ. 2015), 
lives (II, publ. 2019), thought (III),  history (IV), life and practice (V), index and 
remaining issues (VI).Each volume contains substantial original essays by many 
of the world’s foremost scholars, essays which not only cover basic information 
and well-known issues but which also venture into areas as yet untouched by 
modern scholarship. An essential tool for anyone interested in Buddhism.An 
online resource will provide easy access to the encyclopedia’s ever-growing 
corpus of information.
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Peshitta Online
Edited on Behalf of the International Organization for the Study of the Old 
Testament by the Peshiṭta Institute of the University of Amsterdam, formerly of the 
University of Leiden.

• More information on brill.com/peso
• E-ISSN 2589-7055

Purchase Options and 2020 Prices
• Online Subscription: € 499 / US $ 599
• Outright Purchase: € 3,700 / US $ 4,514 

Subject
Biblical Studies

For more information please contact our Sales department 
at sales@brill.com.

The Peshitta Online is the Syriac translation of the Old Testament made on 
the basis of the Hebrew text during the second century CE, now available 
online. Much like the Greek translations of the Old Testament, this document 
is an important source for our knowledge of the text of the Old Testament. Its 
language is also of great interest to linguists. 
The present edition, published by the Peshitta Institute in Amsterdam on behalf 
of the International Organization for the Study of the Old Testament, is the 
first scholarly edition of this text. It presents the evidence of all known ancient 
manuscripts and gives full introductions to the individual books. 
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Bibliography of the History and Archaeology of 
Eastern Europe in the Middle Ages Online

Editor: Professor Florin Curta, University of Florida

• More information on brill.com/bhae
• October 2019
• E-ISSN 2665-9506

Purchase Options and 2020 Prices
• Online Subscription€ 425 / US $ 483
• Outright Purchase: € 3,500 / US $ 3,980

Subject
Medieval Studies

For more information please contact our Sales department 
at sales@brill.com.

The Bibliography of the History and Archaeology of Eastern Europe in the Middle 
Ages is a fundamental source of information for the study of the history and 
archaeology of medieval East Central and Eastern Europe, an area of great 
interference and symbiosis of influences from Scandinavia, Western Europe, 
the steppe lands of Eurasia, as well as Byzantium. The bibliography provides 
comprehensive coverage of all publications, in all languages, pertaining to this 
vast area of the European continent and its impact on European history from 
about 500 to the aftermath of the Mongol invasion of 1241. The bibliography 
aims to encourage further research, but also to provide guidance through an 
enormous amount of information available in a variety of languages and a great 
multitude of publications. It offers search capabilities which are particularly 
useful for very narrowly defined research goals, thus encouraging comparative 
work with materials from other parts of Europe.  

Features and Benefits 
• Contains over 65,000 bibliographical records  
• Updated annually, with approximately 1,000 to 2,000 new records added  
• All titles in languages other than English, French, German, Italian, and Spanish  
 are translated (and, if applicable, transliterated) into English  
• Each record has a unique identification number  
• Full browsing possibilities: the bibliography is browsable via section headings,  
 including type and theme of work  
• Fully searchable, via full text search, keyword search, and author search  
• Over 5,000 keywords, covering geographical, chronological, and thematic  
 categories, allowing both general and specific searches; unclear keywords are  
 clarified by illustrations
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Clio Medica Online
Studies in the History of Medicine and Health
Editor: Frank Huisman

• More information on brill.com/clioo
• September 2019
• E-ISBN 978 90 04 41864 6

Purchase Options and 2020 Prices
• Outright Purchase: € 6,885 / US $ 8,680   

Subject
History of Science and Medicine

For more information please contact our Sales department 
at sales@brill.com.

Clio Medica: Studies in the History of Medicine and Health is published in 
affiliation with the European Association for the History of Medicine and 
Health from now onwards.  
 
Clio Medica: Studies in the History of Medicine and Health invites scholars from 
the humanities and health care professions to share narratives and analysis 
on health, healing, and the contexts of our beliefs and practices that impact 
biomedical inquiry. The series aims to address current topics of interest in 
medicine and health care from a historical perspective offering analytical rigor 
and an opportunity for reflection to its readers. 
 
Scholars working in the history of medicine, social history, cultural history, 
literature and medicine, medical anthropology or sociology, are welcome 
to submit manuscripts to a series that aims to cross diverse disciplinary 
boundaries, while retaining history at its core. 
 
The series’ volumes are primarily written in the English language, while 
allowing the opportunity for manuscripts to be submitted in French, German 
and Spanish.  
 
Previously published by Rodopi under the title Clio Medica: Perspectives in 
Medical Humanities and with Brill since 2014.
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Encyclopedia of the Medieval Chronicle Online

Edited by Graeme Dunphy et al.

• For more information brill.com/emco

Purchase Options and 2020 Prices
• Outright Purchase: € 1,141 / US $ 1,296

Subject
Medieval Studies

For more information please contact our Sales department 
at sales@brill.com.

The Encyclopedia of the Medieval Chronicle brings together the latest research 
in chronicle studies from a variety of disciplines and scholarly traditions. 
Chronicles are the history books written and read in educated circles throughout 
Europe and the Middle East in the Middle Ages. For the modern reader, they are 
important as sources for the history they tell, but equally they open windows on 
the preoccupations and self-perceptions of those who tell it. Interest in chronicles 
has grown steadily in recent decades, and the foundation of a Medieval Chronicle 
Society in 1999 is indicative of this. Indeed, in many ways the Encyclopedia has 
been inspired by the emergence of this Society as a focus of the interdisciplinary 
chronicle community. 

The Encyclopedia fills an important gap especially for historians, art historians, 
and literar scholars. It is the first reference work on medieval chronicles to 
attempt this kind of coverage of works from Europe, North Africa, and the Middle 
East over a period of twelve centuries. 2564 entries
escribe individual anonymous chronicles or the historical oeuvre of particular 
chroniclers, covering the widest possible selection of works written in Latin, 
English, French, Spanish, German, Dutch, Norse, Irish, Hebrew, Arabic, Greek, 
Syriac, Church Slavonic and other languages. Leading articles give overviwes of 
genres and historiographical traditions, and thematic entries cover particular 
features of medieval chronicles and such general issues as authorship and 
patronage, as well as questions of art history. Textual transmission is emphasized, 
and a comprehensive manuscript index makes a useful contribution to the 
codicology of chronicles. 

The online version was updated in 2014 and in 2016. The Encyclopedia of the 
Medieval Chronicle Online is also included in Brill’s Medieval Reference Library 
Online (brill.com/brml).
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Encyclopedia of Medieval Dress and Textiles 
Online
Editors: Owen-Crocker Gale, Elizabeth Coatsworth and Maria 
Hayward

• For more information brill.com/emdo

Purchase Options and 2020 Prices
• Outright Purchase: € 543 / US $ 617

Subject
Medieval Studies

For more information please contact our Sales department 
at sales@brill.com.

The Encyclopedia of Medieval Dress and Textiles of the British Isles c. 450-1450 is a 
unique work that brings together in 616 signed articles the latest research from 
across the range of disciplines which contribute to our knowledge of medieval 
dress and textiles. 
There has been a long-standing interest in the subject, which has recently 
manifested itself in a flowering of research and publications, including activities 
by the editors of the Encyclopedia: the foundation of DISTAFF (Discussion, 
Interpretation and Study of Textile Arts, Fabrics and Fashion) as an umbrella 
organization for the presentation of papers at the major medieval congresses in 
Kalamazoo and Leeds (Netherton and Owen-Crocker); the establishment of the 
annual journal Medieval Clothing and Textiles (Netherton and Owen-Crocker); 
the Manchester Medieval Textiles Project (Coatsworth and Owen-Crocker); and 
the AHRC Lexis of Cloth and Clothing Project (Owen-Crocker and Sylvester).
There is a clear need for an interdisciplinary reference work which will introduce 
readers to various sources of evidence, and give clear information about the most 
recent discoveries and interpretations and bibliographical guidance to readers. 
The Encyclopedia of Medieval Dress and Textiles of the British Isles c. 450-1450 
contains also over 100 plates and diagrams to illustrate the text. 

The online version was updated in 2016. The Encyclopedia of Medieval Dress and 
Textiles Online is also included in Brill’s Medieval Reference Library Online 
(brill.com/brml).
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Encyclopedia of Medieval Pilgrimage Online

Editor: Larissa Juliet Taylor

• For more information brill.com/empo

Purchase Options and 2020 Prices
• Outright Purchase: € 588 / US $ 669

Subject
Medieval Studies

For more information please contact our Sales department 
at sales@brill.com.

The Encyclopedia of Medieval Pilgrimage is an interdisciplinary reference work, 
giving wide coverage of the role of travel in medieval religious life. Dealing with 
the period 300-1500 A.D., it offers both basic data on as broad a range of European 
pilgrimage as possible and clearly written, self-contained introductions to the 
general questions of pilgrimage research.

Despite widespread modern interest in medieval pilgrimage and related issues, 
no comprehensive work of this type exists and it will be of interest to scholars and 
students for personal and academic use. Local sites of pilgrimage are represented 
in this work as well as the main routes to Rome, Jerusalem and Santiago. Written 
and material sources relating to pilgrimage are used to illustrate aspects of 
medieval society, from brewing, book production and the trade in relics, to the 
development of the towns, art, architecture and literature which pilgrimage 
engendered. The Encyclopedia of Medieval Pilgrimage will serve as the main 
starting point for any serious study of this phenomenon.

The Encyclopedia of Medieval Pilgrimage Online is also included in Brill’s Medieval 
Reference Library Online (brill.com/brml).
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Pre-1600 Rare Books Collection: Mathematics, 
Astronomy, Physics, Philosophy & Theology, and 
Literature
The Augustus De Morgan Collection, Part 1

• For more information brill.com/mor1

Purchase Options and 2020 Prices
• Outright Purchase: € 13,900 / US $ 16,500

Subject
History of Science & Medicine

For more information please contact our Sales department 
at sales@brill.com.

This first part of The Augustus De Morgan Collection comprises 320 items printed 
before the 17th century from the library of the nineteenth-century mathematician 
and logician Augustus De Morgan (1806–1871), held at the Senate House Library 
in London. This part of the collection features books on a range of mathematical 
subjects, from pure geometry to astronomy to commerce. It contains works 
of all sizes, from two 8-page pamphlets to a 1493-page opus on trigonometry. 
Several books contain letters, learned annotations, or idiosyncratic illustrations, 
sometimes serious but often humorous.

The August De Morgan Collection contains almost 3,800 items on mathematics 
and its history, printed between 1474 and 1870, predominantly in English. 
Arithmetic is especially well represented, but algebra, geometry, trigonometry, 
calculus, logarithms, probability, annuities, functions, astronomy and, to a far 
lesser extent, mechanics are all present. The collection includes multiple editions 
of popular or significant works, most notably Euclid’s Elements, and numerous 
bound pamphlets. Mathematical and astronomical landmarks jostle with 
obscure titles. Several items are extremely rare or, indeed, unique. De Morgan’s 
annotations enhance a significant minority.
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Transatlantic Relations Online
Digital Archives of the Roosevelt Institute for American Studies

Project Adviser: Dario Fazzi, Roosevelt, Institute for American Studies

• For more information brill.com/rias

Purchase Options and 2020 Prices
• Online Subscription: € 1,200 / US $ 1,364
• Outright Purchase: € 10,250 / US $ 11,648

Subject
American Historyy
International Relations
Social Sciences

For more information please contact our Sales department 
at sales@brill.com.

In order to make its materials available to a larger audience, the RIAS, in 
cooperation with Brill, has recently started digitizing some of its most prominent 
holdings. Organized into the expanding online archival family Transatlantic 
Relations Online: Digital Archives of the Roosevelt Institute for American Studies 
and comprising, in this initial iteration, more than 230,000 pages and 52 audio 
files, the digital archive currently consists of four different collections: 
- Dutch-American Diplomatic Relations Online, 1784-1973
- The Fulbright Archives Online, 1949-2016 (excerpts)
- Dutch-Catholic Immigration to the Americas Online: The Henk van Stekelenburg  
 Collection, 1820-1960
-  Dutch-Protestant Immigration to the Americas Online: The Stallinga-Ganzevoort 

Collection, 1890-1960
Together, these collections provide unique insights into the history of Dutch- 
American relations, the development of transatlantic cultural programs, and the
history of Dutch and European migration to North America. They are of particular
interest to scholars working on cultural and public diplomacy, political and 
economic relations, migration flows, cross-cultural exchanges, the role of religion 
in foreign policy making, and the attractiveness of and resistance to American 
political, cultural, and economic hegemony in Europe.

This collection consists of official Dutch-American diplomatic 
correspondence covering the period from 1784 to 1973. Taken 
together, the documents of this collection help scholars to shed 
further light on some of the most important watersheds in 
both European and American history and clarify the  historical 
evolution of transatlantic relations from Thomas Jefferson to 
the end of the Bretton Woods System. This collection comprises 
194,755 scans.

This collection documents the activities of the Stichting 
Landverhuizing Nederland (SLN) in Brazil, the US, 
and (predominantly) Canada. The collection contains 
correspondence, reports, lists, and pamphlets regarding Dutch 
immigration to the Americas (mostly in English), as well 
as correspondence from and about individual immigrants’ 
experiences (mostly in Dutch). This collection comprises 17,055 
scans. 

Henk van Stekelenburg (1929-1999) was a prominent Dutch 
historian who worked mostly on Catholic emigration from the 
Dutch region of North Brabant to North America. This collection 
includes his manuscripts and detailed descriptions of the most 
relevant archival materials that he consulted. It also offers personal 
correspondence, research notes, interviews, bibliographical 
references, genealogical information, immigration records, and 
illustrations about Dutch-Catholic immigration to the US and 
Canada from 1820 to 1960. This collection comprises 13,207 scans 
and 52 audio recordings.

The only part of this collection that is digitally available is 
its Section G. Section G contains a large variety of historical 
sources on the foundation and development of the NACEE and 
the Fulbright Center, including speeches by and on Senator 
Fulbright, papers related to an earlier exchange organization, 
the Netherland-America Foundation, and personal recollections 
of alumni. This collection comprises 6,851 scans

brill.com/dadr
E-ISSN 2666-268X

Purchase Options and 2020 prices
• Online Subscription: € 885 / US $ 1,006
• Outright Purchase: € 7,650 / US $ 8,698

brill.com/dupr
E-ISSN 2666-2655

Purchase Options and 2020 prices
• Online Subscription: € 125 / US $ 142
• Outright Purchase: € 1,075 / US $ 1,222

brill.com/duca
E-ISSN 2666-2647

Purchase Options and 2020 prices
• Online Subscription: € 190 / US $ 216
• Outright Purchase: € 1,650 / US $ 1,875

brill.com/fulb
E-ISSN 2666-2698

Purchase Options and 2020 prices
• Online Subscription: € 105 / US $ 119
• Outright Purchase: € 875 / US $ 994
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Warfare in North America, c. 1756-1815
British Perspectives
Academic Advisor:  Stephen Conway, University College London

• More information on brill.com/wna

Purchase Options and 2020 Prices
• Outright Purchase: € 9,500 / US $ 10,800 

Subject
History of Warfare

For more information please contact our Sales department 
at sales@brill.com.

This collection makes available a wide selection of original documents held at 
The National Archives, London, concerning warfare in North America from the 
Seven Years’ War to the War of 1812, giving a unique insight into the turbulent 
transition of the American colonies from British rule to independence.

For an overview of more Brill publications on History of War and Conflict, please 
go to www2.brill.com/HWC.
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Annotated Legal Documents on Islam in Europe 
Online
Editor: Jørgen S. Nielsen

• More information on brill.com/ldio
• August 2019
• E-ISSN 2666-075X

Purchase Options and 2020 Prices
• Outright Purchase: € 3,100 / US $ 3,500

Subject
Minority and Group Rights

For more information please contact our Sales department 
at sales@brill.com.

Annotated Legal Documents on Islam in Europe Online consists of an annotated 
collection of legal documents affecting the status of Islam and Muslims in 
Europe. By legal documents are meant the texts of legislation, including 
relevant secondary legislation, as well as significant court decisions. Each legal 
text is preceded by an introduction describing the historical, political and legal 
circumstances of its adoption, plus a short paragraph summarising its content. 
The legal texts are published in the original language while the annotations 
and supporting material will be in English. The focus of the collection is on the 
religious dimensions of being Muslim in Europe, i.e. on individuals’ access to 
practise their religious obligations and on the ability to organise and manifest 
their religious life. The project will cover the 28 member states of the European 
Union (including Croatia), Norway and Switzerland plus the European Union 
and the European Court of Justice.  
 
Features and Benefits  
• Cross country search functionality  
• Filter facet by country  
• Full text searchable  
• Complete volume set (32 fascicles) available by 2021  
•  Legal documents are published in their original language with English 

annotations
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Jus Mundi – Academic Research
The Search Engine for International Law

• More information on brill.com/jmun
• E-ISSN 2666-4402

Purchase Options and 2020 Prices
• Online Subscription: € 2,350 / US $ 2,650

Subject
International Law

For more information please contact our Sales department 
at sales@brill.com.

Jus Mundi – Academic Research is a comprehensive, multilingual, user-friendly 
and intelligent search engine for international law. It covers over 16,000 
international law and investor-state arbitration documents, including treaties, 
ICJ, PCIJ, PCA, ITLOS, ICSID and other arbitration institutions, UNCITRAL, 
IUSCT documents (judgments, arbitral awards, orders, pleadings, etc.), and 
decisions of the Mixed Claims Commissions.  
 
Jus Mundi – Academic Research offers several advanced linguistic features 
and more than a dozen filters to narrow down search criteria. Its user-
friendly interface is ideally suited for use by law students, researchers, legal 
practitioners, judges and others interested in carrying out legal research.  
 
Features: 
• Structured and interactive documents 
• Multilingual and intelligent search engine 
• Preview of relevant paragraphs 
• Interactive filters 
• CiteMap, a user-friendly catalogue of interconnections between legal  
 references 
• Wiki Notes for a concise summary of legal concepts 
 
Jus Mundi – Academic Research is unique for: 
• Unique Content: Jus Mundi offers the most comprehensive collection of  
 public international law and investment arbitration documents. Important  
 documents are interactive. Document text has been extracted from the  
 original PDF version, manually corrected, structured by paragraph or page  
 with an interactive table of content, and then enriched with keywords. 
•  Comprehensive legal research: Searching on Jus Mundi is more 

comprehensive and relevant due to the quality of the documents. Further, 
when a legal query is entered in English or French, the search engine finds 
relevant results in all languages available in the database.

• Legal research made quicker: Due to Jus Mundi’s technology and ergonomic  
 interface, the time necessary to undertake international legal research is 
 dramatically reduced. Interactive filters allow for precise searching, the screen  
 for displaying the results enables a quick review of the relevant results and it 
 is convenient to navigate from one legal document to another using hyperlinks 
 and icons of related documents.
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The Hague Academy Collected Courses Online / 

Recueil des cours de l’Académie de la Haye en ligne

• More information on brill.com/haco
• E-ISSN 1875-8096

Purchase Options and 2020 Prices
• Online Subscription: € 5,107 / US $ 5,991
• Outright Purchase: € 86,817 / US $ 98,711
  2020 Annual Update Fee: € 2,025 / US $ 2,375

Subject
Public International Law
Private International Law / Conflict of Laws

For more information please contact our Sales department 
at sales@brill.com.

The Hague Academy Collected Courses Online / Recueil des cours de l’Académie 
de La Haye en ligne, makes nearly 100 years of scholarship of international law 
electronically available to students and researchers around the world. Now 
available in full-html, this version opens up the encyclopedic richness of the 
Collected Courses to its full extent by offering advanced text search options, and 
improved on-screen readability. At the same time, the download and print PDF 
functionality remains in place. 

Founded in 1923, The Hague Academy of International Law is a leading center 
for high-level teaching and research in public and private international law. The 
Academy’s scientific board, the Curatorium, calls upon distinguished specialists, 
including academics, practitioners, diplomats, and other experts from all over the 
world, to deliver courses to an international audience. The courses are published 
in the series Collected Courses of The Hague Academy of International Law / 
Recueil des cours de l’Académie de La Haye. Comprising over 400 volumes (or 
approximately 200.000 pages), this is the most important encyclopedic publication 
available on private and public international law. 

The Hague Academy Collected Courses Online / Recueil des cours de l’Académie de 
La Haye en ligne, includes titles in the following series: 
- Collected Courses / Recueil des cours 
- Centre for Studies and Research in International Law and International Relations 
- Colloques/Workshop Series 
- Special Editions 

The publications of The Hague Academy of International Law are also available 
in print. 

Features and Benefits 
• New courses are added to the online edition throughout the year 
• Full text search and advanced search functionality are available 
• Search results are highlighted in the complete course 
• Each course starts with a clickable table of contents 
• Enables continuous reading from chapter to chapter 
• Abstracts in English and French available for most courses 
• Page numbers from printed edition are visible for citation purposes 
• Clickable footnotes with mouse-over functionality 
• A complete PDF for each course is available 
•  OpenURL functionality is included in the bibliographic references, linking directly 

to your preferred library catalog 

The Hague Academy Collected Courses Online / Recueil des cours de l’Académie 
de La Haye en ligne, makes nearly 100 years of scholarship of international law 
electronically available to students and researchers around the world. Now 
available in full-html, this version opens up the encyclopedic richness of the 
Collected Courses to its full extent by offering advanced text search options, and 
improved on-screen readability. At the same time, the download and print PDF 
functionality remains in place. 

NOW 
IN FULL 
HTML!!
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Brill’s Encyclopedia of Global Pentecostalism 
Online

• More information on brill.com/egpo

Purchase Options and 2020 Prices
• Institutional outright purchase price: € 850 / US $ 950 

Subject
General, Theology and World Christianity

For more information please contact our Sales department 
at sales@brill.com.

Brill’s Encyclopedia of Global Pentecostalism Online (BEGP) provides a 
comprehensive overview of worldwide Pentecostalism from a range of 
disciplinary perspectives. It offers analysis at the level of specific countries 
and regions, historical figures, movements and organizations, and particular 
topics and themes. Pentecostal Studies draws upon areas of research such as 
anthropology, biblical studies, economics, gender studies, global studies, history, 
political science, sociology, theological studies, and other areas of related 
interest. The BEGP emphasizes this multi-disciplinary approach and includes 
scholarship from a range of disciplines, methods, and theoretical perspectives. 
Moreover, the BEGP is cross-cultural and transnational, including contributors 
from around the world to represent key insights on Pentecostalism from a range 
of countries and regions. Providing summaries of the key literature, the BEGP 
will be the standard reference for Pentecostal Studies. All articles are fully text 
searchable and cross-referenced, with bibliographic information on scholarly 
work and recommendations for further reading. 
• 62 important themes & topics in Pentecostalism 
• Biographies of 129 historical figures
• Ca. 70 Pentecostal Movements & Organizations
• Development of Pentecostalism in 78 countries
• 5 Regional articles: Africa, Asia, Europe, Oceania, Latin-America
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Classic Brazilian Cinema Online
Purchase Options and 2020 Prices
• Outright Purchase: € 7,900 / US $ 9,473 

Encyclopedia of Slavic Languages and Linguistic Online
Purchase Options and 2020 Prices
• Outright Purchase: € 1,580 / US $ 1,798

Inter-Disciplinary Press Literature & Cultural Studies Special 
E-Book Collection, 2009-2016
Purchase Options and 2020 Prices
• Outright Purchase: € 3,928 / US $ 4,792

Inter-Disciplinary Press Philosophy & Religion Special E-Book 
Collection, 2009-2016
Purchase Options and 2020 Prices
• Outright Purchase: € 721 / US $ 880

Inter-Disciplinary Press Sociology, Politics and Education 
Special E-book Collection, 2009-2016 
Purchase Options and 2020 Prices
• Outright Purchase: € 4,448 / US $ 5,427

Japan Year Books Online 
Purchase Options and 2020 Prices
• Outright Purchase: € 2,900 / US $ 3, 290

Seoul Press Online
Purchase Options and 2020 Prices
• Outright Purchase: € 3,7000 / US $ 4,190

Studies in Reformed Theology online E-Book Collection Series
Purchase Options and 2020 Prices
• Outright Purchase: € 2,855 / US $ 3,246

Trans-Pacific Online
Purchase Options and 2020 Prices
• Outright Purchase: € 3,800 / US $ 4,290

Forthcoming Online Resources in 2020
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Brill offers publications in the following areas:

• African Studies

• American Studies

• Ancient Near East and Egypt

• Art History

• Asian Studies

• Biblical Studies and Early Christianity

• Biology

• Book History and Cartography

• Classical Studies

• Education

• History

• Human Rights and Humanitarian Law

• International Law

• International Relations

• Jewish Studies

• Languages and Linguistics

• Literature and Cultural Studies

• Media Studies

• Middle East and Islamic Studies

• Philosophy

• Religious Studies

• Slavic and Eurasian Studies

• Social Sciences

• Theology and World Christianity


